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SILVER DOLPHIN BRINGS STAR WARSTM TO A NEW 
GENERATION OF FANS WITH INTERACTIVE KITS 

 
 
(January 2016) Silver Dolphin Books introduces a new line of interactive Star Wars™ Builders ($24.99, 64 pages; 
Ages 6 and up) kits that will bring to life a galaxy far, far away for a new legion of fans. Each kit comes with 
everything needed to build 3-D models of popular droids and ships from both the original trilogy and the latest 
cinematic releases, as well as detailed guidebooks that give readers an in-depth look at the Star Wars™ universe. 
 
Star Wars™ Builders: Droids (ISBN: 978-1-62686-725-3) comes with 33 model pieces to build two classic 
characters — C-3PO and R2-D2 — as well as newly beloved BB-8 from The Force Awakens. The 64-page book 
features detailed information about the many different types of droids throughout the galaxy, from astromech to 
protocol droids. Star Wars™ Builders: Millennium Falcon (ISBN: 978-1-62686-742-6) brings to life the most 
famous ship in film history, Han Solo’s Millennium Falcon. Build a 3-D version with the included 21 model pieces, 
and learn more about the ship’s adventures and crew with the included guidebook. Finally, become a master 
starfighter pilot with Star Wars™ Builders: Starfighters (ISBN: 978-1-62686-732-9). Used by both the Rebel and 
Imperial armies, these ships are central to every battle. Build your own X-wing and TIE fighter with the 31 model 
pieces included in the kit, and learn what makes them unique among the many starships in the galaxy. 
 
Fans of all ages will delight in building these perfectly scaled models of iconic figures, as well as discovering new 
information about their role in the Star Wars™ world. 
 
About Silver Dolphin Books: 
San Diego, California-based Silver Dolphin Books (www.silverdolphinbooks.com) is the juvenile imprint of 
Printers Row Publishing Group, a division of Readerlink Distribution Services, LLC, the largest full-service book 
distributor to non-trade booksellers in North America. Silver Dolphin Books publishes novelty and educational 
nonfiction books featuring bold, colorful, and striking titles in interactive formats. Silver Dolphin’s books are a 
favorite of parents and educators alike and have won several awards, including the prestigious Oppenheim Toy 
Portfolio Award. With unique stories, coloring, how-to and activity books for preschoolers through children 12-
year-olds, Silver Dolphin’s books engage, enlighten, and entertain. 


